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Abstract The configuration model was originally defined for undirected networks and has
recently been extended to directed networks. Many empirical networks are however neither
undirected nor completely directed, but instead usually partially directed meaning that cer-
tain edges are directed and others are undirected. In the paper we define a configuration
model for such networks where vertices have in-, out-, and undirected degrees that may be
dependent. We prove conditions under which the resulting degree distributions converge to
the intended degree distributions. The new model is shown to better approximate several
empirical networks compared to undirected and completely directed networks.
Keywords Configuration model · Partially directed · Semi-directed · Degree distribution ·
Asymptotic convergence
1 Introduction
Graphs appear in many current applications. In social sciences groups of people are often
modeled by letting the vertices in the graph represent persons and edges represent the interac-
tions or relationships between them. Edges can be directed or undirected, the latter indicating
a reciprocal relationship between the vertices.
Usually the graphs created from such datasets are simplifications of the original dataset.
One typical simplification is to allow only directed or only undirected edges. However, in
real world graphs it is common to find a combination of directed and undirected edges. In [3]
we find some examples of empirical graphs where the proportion of directed edges is in the
range 0.26–0.85, the rest being undirected edges. Additional examples are shown in Table 1
where the proportion of directed edges has been calculated for some social networks that can
be found in [9]. We expect such graphs to be better represented by partially directed graphs,
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Table 1 Proportion of directed edges for some data sets from [9], when viewed as partially directed graphs
Data set # vertices # edges Proportion directed
soc-LiveJournal1 4, 847, 571 42, 851, 237 0.402
soc-Epinions1 75, 879 506, 585 0.996
soc-Pokec 1, 632, 803 22, 301, 964 0.627
soc-Slashdot0922 82, 168 504, 230 0.274
email-EuAll 265, 214 310, 006 0.851
wiki-Vote 7, 115 100, 762 0.971
wiki-Talk 2, 394, 385 4, 659, 565 0.922
We see that several of these graphs have a substantial proportion of undirected edges and of directed edges,
such that neither type should be ignored
where we allow both directed and undirected edges. For instance, results in [2] show that that
epidemic spread on such partially directed graphs is different than e.g. on undirected graphs.
The configuration model has been used extensively to model undirected networks [4,5].
It has also been been adapted to work for directed graphs [1]. In the configuration model
the graph is constructed by first assigning a degree to each vertex of the graph and then
connecting the edges uniformly at random. The degrees of the vertices of the graph are either
given as a degree sequence or the degrees are drawn from some given degree distribution.
Graphs created in this way will share some properties with real world graphs, but will be
different in other aspects. E.g. the configuration model for directed networks will have a very
low proportion of reciprocal edges, i.e. two parallel directed edges in opposite directions.
This is an effect of connecting edges uniformly at random in this type of graph, resulting in
a low probability of achieving a reciprocal connection between vertices. The low proportion
of undirected edges in the resulting configuration model graph can be undesirable if we wish
to use it as a null reference to compare with a real-world graph. While we wish to connect
the edges uniformly at random, we may want to preserve the degree distribution, including
any dependence between the indegrees, outdegrees and undirected degrees.
In this paper we consider a partially directed configuration model where we allow both
directed and undirected edges. Any vertex in such a partially directed configuration model
graph can have all three types of edges: incoming, outgoing and undirected. We select the
degree of each vertex from a given joint, three dimensional degree distribution and we do not
assume or require the in-, out- and undirected degrees to be independent. When connecting
the stubs, the yet unconnected edges, outgoing stubs can only connect to incoming stubs
and undirected stubs can only connect to undirected stubs. Once all possible connections are
made we want the graph to be simple and thus do not allow unconnected stubs, self loops
or parallel edges of any type. We make the graph simple by erasing unconnected stubs, self
loops and parallel edges, and by converting parallel directed edges in opposite directions
into undirected edges. Since this process modifies the degree of some of the vertices, it is
not certain that the empirical degree distribution converges to the given degree distribution.
However, in Sect. 2 we show that, with suitable restrictions on the first moments of the degree
distribution, the empirical degree distribution asymptotically converges to the desired one.
Note that, by selecting a joint degree distribution in the proper way we can also create
completely directed graphs or completely undirected graphs, with or without any dependence
between the degrees. Thus the presented partially directed configuration model incorporates
several of the already existing models.
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In Sect. 2 we present definitions and state the main result of the paper. Detailed derivations
and proofs have been postponed to Sect. 4. To illustrate how these graphs work, Sect. 3 is
devoted to some simulations of partially directed graphs, showing results for small and for
large n. The latter is to give an intuitive feeling for the asymptotic results and the former is
to illustrate that significant deviations from these asymptotic results are possible for small
n. A comparison with an empirical social network is also done. Conclusions and discussion
can be found in Sect. 5.
2 Definitions and Results
In this section we define the configuration model for partially directed graphs. We define
the terminology used, how the graph is created from a degree distribution, how the graph is
made simple and finally show, with suitable restrictions on the first moments of the degree
distribution, that the degree distribution of the partially directed configuration model graph
asymptotically converges to the desired distribution. Proofs are left for Sect. 4.
2.1 Terminology
A graph consists of vertices and edges. The size of the graph, the number of vertices, is
denoted n. Here we will specifically study the case when n → ∞. We work with graphs that
are partially directed, meaning that any vertex can have incoming edges, outgoing edges and
undirected edges. We distinguish between edges and stubs. By stubs we mean yet unconnected
half-edges of a vertex. Corresponding to directed edges we have in-stubs and out-stubs, and
corresponding to undirected edges we have undirected stubs. The number of stubs of the
different types is the degree of a vertex and will be denoted d = (d←, d→, d↔), where the
individual terms represent the indegree, outdegree and undirected degree, respectively. When
the degree of the vertex is a random quantity, it is denoted D = (D←, D→, D↔).
A degree sequence that is non random is denoted d = {dr } = {(d←r , d→r , d↔r )},
r = 1, . . . , n, where n is the number of vertices in the graph. When these degree sequences
are random vectors they are denoted D = {Dr } = {(D←r , D→r , D↔r )}.
Degrees can be assigned to the vertices from some given joint degree distribution with
distribution function F for which the probability of a specific combination of indegree,
outdegree and undirected degree is called pd = pi jk = P(D=(i, j, k)). We will also use
the marginal distributions. We have p←i = pi.. =
∑
jk pi jk for the incoming edges, p
→
j =
pi.k = ∑ik pi jk for the outgoing edges and p↔k = p..k =
∑
i j pi jk for the undirected edges.
The corresponding random variables, i.e. the number of edges of each type, will be denoted
D←, D→ and D↔.
Other quantities of interest are the moments of the distribution. Here we will consider the
first moments μ← = E[D←] = ∑ i p←i , μ→ = E[D→] =
∑
j p→j and μ↔ = E[D↔] =∑
kp↔k .
A graph is simple if there are no unconnected stubs, no self-loops and no parallel edges.
For a finite graph of size n we also want to count the number of vertices with a certain
degree d. We call this quantity N (n)d . Dividing by n we can calculate N
(n)
d /n, the proportion
of vertices that have degree d . Whenever the graph is created by some random process, we





the distribution function F (n).
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2.2 Defining the Model
We define the partially directed configuration model as follows:
(1) We start with a graph with n vertices, but without any edges or stubs.
(2) For each vertex, we independently draw a degree Dr from F at random.
(3) We connect undirected stubs with other undirected stubs. We do this by picking two
undirected stubs uniformly at random and connecting them. We repeat this with the
remaining unconnected undirected stubs until there is at most one undirected stub left,
which happens if the number of undirected stubs is odd.
(4) We connect directed incoming stubs with directed outgoing stubs. We do this by picking
one directed incoming stub and one directed outgoing stub, both independently and
uniformly at random and then connecting them. We repeat this with the remaining
unconnected directed stubs until we are out of incoming stubs or outgoing stubs (or
both). Unless, in the given degree distribution, the number of in-stubs is equal to the
number of out-stubs for every degree that has a probability that is not zero, the probability
that the number of in-stubs is equal to the number of out-stubs in the graph will go to zero
as the size of the graph goes to infinity. Since the typical case for a partially directed
graph is that in-degrees are different from out-degrees, there will usually be a large
number of unconnected directed stubs left over, after making all possible connections
between directed stubs. See also Table 3 for more details on this.
(5) We want the graph to be simple, but the connection process may have left some stubs
unconnected and may also have created self-loops and parallel edges. We make the
graph simple by erasing some stubs and edges. We define the procedure in such a way
that the connectivity of the graph is maintained:
(a) Erase all unconnected stubs. There can be at most one unconnected undirected stub,
while there may be a larger number of unconnected directed stubs as discussed above.
(b) Erase all self-loops, both directed and undirected.
(c) When there are parallel identical edges, erase all except one of them.
(d) Erase all directed edges that are parallel to an undirected edge.
(e) Erase each pair of reciprocal directed edges and add a single undirected edge instead.
While this step decreases the number of directed edges, it also increases the number
of undirected edges.
From the above description we see that there are two non-deterministic steps that affect
the degrees of the vertices in the creation of the simple partially directed graph:
(1) Assigning degrees from the distribution F .
(2) Connecting the stubs uniformly at random. While this does not, in itself, modify the
degrees of the vertices, it affects which stubs and edges that will be erased when making
the graph simple.
This process results in a finite simple graph for which the degree distribution F (n), that
was defined above, typically will not be identical to F since we may have erased edges
and stubs. However, we later show that, with suitable restrictions on the distribution F , the
distribution F (n), asymptotically approaches F .
2.3 Asymptotic Convergence of the Degree Distribution
The results in this section are inspired by, and to some degree follow [6]. The theorem
establishes the asymptotic convergence of the degree distribution. We remind the reader that
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F is the given degree distribution and that it is defined by pd . F (n), the resulting degree





Theorem 1 If F has finitemean for each component, soμ← < ∞,μ→ < ∞, andμ↔ < ∞,
and also μ← = μ→ then, as n → ∞
(a) F (n) → F or, equivalently, p(n)d → pd for all d,
(b) N (n)d /n
P−→ pd , that is, the empirical distribution converges in probability to F.
The proof, which is postponed to Sect. 4, follows the same line of reasoning as in [6],
but with modifications to take into account the complications introduced by allowing both
directed and undirected edges in the graph.
3 Examples of Partially Directed Graphs
Although Theorem 1 establishes the asymptotic convergence of the degree distribution, it
remains to see how well this holds for finite graphs. In this section we investigate this by
looking at a scale-free distribution, at a Poisson degree distribution and at an empirical
network. In this paper, by scale-free distribution we mean a distribution with a power-law
tail. Since we are working with a joint degree distribution, in addition to the distribution for
each of the three stub types we also need to consider the possible dependence between the
different types. Table 2 gives an overview of how the data for the plots were created.
We note that with three types of stubs many different types of correlations between the
three degrees are possible for the scale-free and Poisson random graphs. In this paper we
explore two such possibilities. To contrast the case where all three degrees are completely
independent we show the case where all degrees of a node are identical, i.e. maximally
dependent. When selecting the parameters for the distributions we can also choose in what
way we want the distributions to match the degree distribution of the empirical graph. Both
chosen distributions only have a single parameter and so we cannot match all properties of
the empirical graph by adjusting this parameter. For the scale-free graph we focus on the
slope of the distribution, while for the Poisson graph we focus on the mean degree. The
choice of a scale-free distribution is motivated by the empirically observed phenomenon
of degree distributions often having heavy tails of the power-law type found in scale-free
distributions. Here we choose to model this heavy tail by using an approximation to the
Zeta distribution, which is one variant of a scale-free distribution. In a more advanced model,
degree distributions with more parameters could also be introduced to allow for making them
more or less similar to the degree distribution of the empirical network.
Since Theorem 1 focuses on showing convergence to the correct degree distribution,
studying the total variation distance, d(n)TV (defined in Sect. 3.1), is of interest (see e.g. [10]).
We also study the number of erased edges as a function of the graph size. Finally, we study the
size of the strongly connected giant component and the distribution of small components for
a few different graphs based on the empirical data from LiveJournal. The dataset LiveJournal
[9] is a directed graph created from the declaration of friends in a social internet community.
The original graph contains self loops, but these have been removed in this analysis. The
simple graph has a proportion of directed edges of about 0.4, so this is a good example of
a graph where both directed and undirected edges play an important role. When sampling
from this distribution to create the configuration model graph, the degrees of vertices from
the original (partially directed) graph were drawn independently and uniformly at random,
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Fig. 1 The total variation
distance versus graph size for
three different degree
distributions, with independent or
dependent in-, out- and
undirected degrees for the stubs.
Each data point shows the
average of 100 simulations. All
curves decrease towards zero
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with replacement. Thus the frequencies of the degrees found in the graph were used as the
given distribution F and this distribution function is then compared with the distribution F (n)
created by sampling from F , connecting the edges and making the graph simple.
3.1 Total Variation Distance
Theorem 1 states that N (n)d /n







|pd − N (n)d /n|, (1)
where the 1/2 is introduced so that d(n)TV can only take on values in the range [0, 1]. As n → ∞
we expect to see that the total variation distance tends towards zero. When we generate
the graphs according to the configuration model we replace N (n)d with the corresponding
empirical sample from one realization of a random graph. We can then repeat this process
with more samples of random graphs and plot this. The result is shown in Fig. 1, where we
have also taken the average of the empirical total variation distance for 100 random graph
samples.
In Fig. 1 we see that the total variation distance tends to decrease towards zero. The fastest
decrease is for the Poisson graph, and the reason is that this distribution has a light tail
when compared with the scale-free distribution. A closer look at the empirical graph reveals
that the distributions for the directed and the undirected edges look much like a scale-free
distribution. The in- and the out-degree have γ ≈ 2.5 and the undirected degree has γ ≈ 3.5
in the tail (not shown). Thus the tail for the empirical distribution is heavier than for the
Poisson distribution and so we can expect a slower convergence for the empirical graph, at
least initially. However, we have to remember that the empirical distribution is in fact finite,
having a maximum degree. Thus, if we only consider very high degrees and large graphs then
the Poisson graphs will exhibit higher maximum degrees than graphs based on the empirical
degree distribution. For graphs up to 106 vertices this effect cannot yet be seen.
The slowest convergence can be observed for the scale-free distribution with γ = 2.5. For
this distribution the variance is not finite and this reflects in the convergence being slower
than for the other two distributions. Even slower convergence has been observed (not shown)
for values of γ even closer to 2, e.g. try γ = 2.1. This is not surprising as the distribution then
becomes more heavy-tailed. As γ becomes smaller, the number of erased edges increases
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as an effect of an increased number of self loops and parallel edges. As an example we
can consider the undirected edges only with γ approaching 2 from above. As this happens
the probability that a single vertex dominates the total number of undirected edges in the
graph gradually increases to become non negligible as γ reaches 2. This will result in a high
probability of self loops for this vertex and also for parallel edges to other vertices. As these
edges are erased during the simplification process, the degree distribution becomes less equal
to the given degree distribution and the total variation distance shows slower convergence.
If we continue even further, to γ ≤ 2 the conditions used in the proof of Theorem 1 no
longer hold, since the expectations are no longer finite, and thus we should not expect the
total variation distance to converge to zero for these values of γ .
From the figure we also see that the dependent curve for the Poisson distribution is clearly
lower than the independent curve. One explanation for this is that when the degrees for in-
stubs and the out-stubs are identical for each vertex, as in the dependent graph (as defined in
Table 2), the total number of in-stubs will be equal to the total number of out-stubs and thus
no directed stubs will be erased for this reason. There may still be self-loops and parallel
edges, but for the Poisson graph these are few compared to the number of stubs erased in the
independent graph (as defined in Table 2) where there is a mismatch between the number of
in-stubs and the number of out-stubs. For the empirical graph and for the scale-free graph
the same phenomenon cannot be observed. One explanation to this is that the scale-free
independent model is not necessarily dominated by the deletion of leftover directed edges.
Instead the number of self-loops and parallel edges are of the same order of magnitude as
the leftover directed edges (see Fig. 2). Thus the difference between the dependent and the
independent curves for the total variation distance is much smaller for the scale-free graph
and for the empirical graph.
Another answer to why the empirical graph does not show a big difference between the
dependent and the independent curve can be that the dependent version of the empirical graph
does not have the same type of complete dependence as for the scale-free or the Poisson graph.
In the empirical dependent graph, degrees are assigned by sampling the degrees of vertices
from the original empirical graph, and thus the number of in-stubs will in general not equal the
number of out-stubs. Looking at Fig. 2 we see that the number of directed unconnected edges
is almost the same for the independent version as for the dependent version of the empirical
graph. Looking instead at the same plot for the Poisson graph we note that the deletion of
directed unconnected stubs dominates the independent version of the graph, while there are
no such erased stubs in the dependent version of the graph.
3.2 The Average Number of Erased Edges Per Vertex
The number of erased edges will depend on the degree distribution, on the graph size and
will also be different each time a graph is created according to the configuration model. In Fig.
2 the average number of erased edges per vertex were plotted. Each point corresponds to the
average of 100 simulations of random graphs according to the partially directed configuration
model. The erased edges were classified as to the reason why they were erased as defined in
the rules in Sect. 2.2.
For all plots, the graphs indicate that the average number of erased stubs or edges per
vertex decreases with the size of the graph. Thus also the risk of any vertex having its degree
affected by the deletion of a stub or an edge goes down and this indicates that the degree
distribution F (n) converges to F asymptotically. The scale-free distribution is more difficult
since for γ ≤ 2 neither the variance nor the expectation exist. Here we have selected γ = 2.5
for the scale-free graph. This value gives finite expectation, but infinite variance.
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Fig. 2 Number of erased edges divided with the number of vertices for the scale-free configuration model
with parameter γ = 2.5, for the Po(7) model and for the empirical configuration model. Each data point
shows the average of 100 simulations. a Empirical, independent in-, out- and undirected degrees; b Empirical,
dependent in-, out- and undirected degrees; c Scale-free, independent in-, out- and undirected degrees; d Scale-
free, dependent in-, out- and undirected degrees; e Poisson, independent in-, out- and undirected degrees; f
Poisson, dependent in-, out- and undirected degrees
Asymptotic results on the distribution of the number of self loops and parallel edges have
been obtained for both undirected and directed graphs when both the expectation and the
variance of the degree distribution are finite. For undirected graphs see [8, Sect. 7] and [12,
Proposition 7.12], and for directed graphs see [1, Proposition 4.2]. In all of these cases the
number of erased edges is asymptotically Poisson distributed, with parameters that depend
on the first moments, the second moments and the covariances of the degree distribution.
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For the partially directed graph the process of deleting edges also affects reciprocal directed
edges and directed edges that are parallel with undirected edges. Expressions for the number
of erased edges have been derived for these also. They are given in this paper without proof.
All of these results can be found in Table 3.
Both the Poisson degree distribution and the empirical degree distribution have finite
expectations and variances and the resulting plots in Fig. 2 for these are thus tightly connected
to the asymptotic results for the number of erased edges in Table 3. A comparison with the
simulations that Fig. 2 is based on shows that for the Poisson degree distribution we are
approaching the asymptotic results for graphs of size 103–104 vertices, while for the empirical
degree distribution a larger graph size is required. This is most notable for the directed
parallel edges for which even the largest simulated graph shows a quite large deviation from
the asymptotic results. According to the asymptotic results there should be about 1.4 × 104
parallel directed edges, while there are only about 0.9 × 104 parallel directed edges even
in the largest simulated graph with 106 vertices. The reason for the slow convergence is the
relatively heavy tail of the empirical degree distribution compared with the tail of the Poisson
distribution. In the empirical graph the tail is heavier for the directed degrees than for the
undirected degrees.
When the expectation of the degree distribution is finite, but the variance is infinite we
expect the number of erased edges to grow with the size of the graph, however the details of
this are not further explored in this paper.
As already briefly mentioned in Sect. 3.1, for the scale-free and for the Poisson dependent
plots there are no erased directed unconnected stubs. This is due to the fact that when all
nodes have equal in- and out-degree, then the total number of in-stubs will always equal the
total number of out stubs exactly. Thus there will not be any directed stubs left over after
the graph has been connected so no such stubs will be erased. For the empirical graph this
is not the case since the dependent version of the graph is created by sampling from the
empirical degrees of the vertices, and for these the number of in-stubs in general do not equal
the number of out-stubs. In fact we note that the average number of erased directed stubs per
vertex seem to be approximately equal for the dependent and the independent version of the
empirical graph, possibly indicating a quite poor correlation between in-stubs and out-stubs
in the original graph. This is not surprising, since the empirical graph has a large proportion
of reciprocal directed edges and these have been assigned to undirected edges in the partially
directed graph.
Another difference between the graphs is that for the scale-free dependent graph there are
many more erased directed reciprocal edges, erased directed self loops and erased directed
edges that are parallel with an undirected edge, compared with the independent scale-free
graph. This can be explained by the heavy tail of the scale-free distribution. For instance,
assume that some vertex has a very high degree. Since the degrees are dependent (equal, in
this case), the risk is much higher that there will be self loops among the directed edges. Also,
since the undirected degree will also be high for this vertex, the risk of having directed edges
in parallel with the undirected edges also increases. Finally the chance of getting reciprocal
directed edges also increases. This risk is high if there are many vertices with high degrees.
In the dependent case if two vertices have many in-stubs both will also have many out-stubs,
increasing the chance of parallel edges between these.
3.3 The Strongly Connected Components
Finally we study the strongly connected components in the original data from LiveJournal,
compared with the configuration model based on partially directed stubs and also on directed
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partially directed configuration model
directed configuration model
Fig. 3 The figure shows the proportion of all the vertices in the graph that belong to strongly connected
components other than the largest component. Three plots are made: the first is for the original empirical
graph, using the connectivity of the original dataset. The second one is for the configuration model for partially
directed graphs with the same degree distribution as for the empirical partially directed graph. The third one is
for the configuration model for directed graphs with the same degree distribution as the empirical graph, when
viewed as a directed graph. The second and third graph are based on averages of ten simulations—results are
similar for each simulation. Note that the third plot consists of only a single point, since for this plot all small
components only consist of a single vertex. The total number of vertices in the graph is 4,847,571. The relative
size of the largest component (not shown in the plot) is 0.7898 for the original graph, 0.8039 for the partially
directed configuration model and 0.8026 for the directed configuration model (the last two based on averages
of ten simulations, with the standard deviation being approximately 0.0002)
stubs. For any vertex i we define the out-component of vertex i as the set of all vertices that
can be reached from vertex i by following the edges of the graph and respecting how they are
directed. In the same way the in-component of vertex i is defined as the set of all vertices from
which we can reach vertex i . The intersection of the out-component and the in-component
defines the strongly connected component of vertex i . Any two vertices i, j where we can
reach j from i and i from j , have the same strongly connected component. Thus the graph can
be uniquely divided into a set of strongly connected components. Here we study the strongly
connected components of the empirical graph and also of configuration model graphs created
by using the degree sequence of the empirical graph as the given degree distribution. The
largest component in the graph corresponds to the notion of a giant component, the size of
which is proportional to the size of the graph. The size of the giant component for these
simulations can be compared with theoretical results for a configuration model graph with
given degree distribution (see [7, p. 5]). By plugging in the empirical degree distribution of
the LiveJournal dataset, we get the theoretical size of the giant component to be 0.8040 for
the partially directed graph, and 0.8028 for the directed graph. These values show a good
match with the simulation data presented in Fig. 3.
It is not surprising that the largest component is largest in the configuration model for the
partially directed graph. The original empirical graph is likely to have sub-communities that
may connect only weakly to other communities, thus reducing the total size of the largest
strongly connected component, but of course increasing the number of moderately sized
strongly connected components. The directed graph lacks the undirected edges and thus the
largest strongly connected component will not include vertices that are connected to it only
via a directed edge (in one direction only). Thus its largest strongly connected component
will be smaller than for the partially directed graph.
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When looking at the variation in size among the medium sized components in Fig. 3, this
is largest for the original empirical graph. For the configuration model on the directed graph
all other components consist only of single vertices, while for the configuration model on the
partially directed graph components of size 1–4 exist. The appearance of some larger small
components for the partially directed graph is caused by the undirected edges, compared with
only directed edges for the completely directed graph, as was already mentioned above.
4 Proofs
In this section we provide a proof of Theorem 1. The first part of the proof closely follows
[6], with modifications for the joint distribution. In [6] the proof is for the undirected graph,
and the addition of the directed edges makes things more complicated. There are mainly two
things that need a more detailed treatment, the 3-dimensional degree distribution and the
fact that combining undirected and directed edges in the same graph creates new reasons for
why edges are erased, affecting the empirical degree distribution and thus also, possibly, the
asymptotic behavior of it. The first part of the proof, that is similar to [6] has been moved to
two lemmas (1 and 2) to make the part of the proof that is specific for the partially directed
configuration model graph more accessible. A third lemma (3) that helps in the final part of
the proof of Theorem 1 has also been included.





In the proof we will condition several probabilities and expectations on the degree of
vertex one. To shorten the notation we define:
Pd1( · ) = Pr




Ed1( · ) = E
( · | D1=(d←1 , d→1 , d↔1 )
)
(3)
Lemma 1 N (n)d /n
P−→ pd implies F (n) → F as n → ∞.
Proof (i) N (n)d /n




→ pd , by bounded





= p(n)d implies p(n)d → pd ∀ d .
(iii) Since (ii) is valid for any d we have F (n) → F as n → ∞.
unionsq
In Lemma 2 we need a few definitions that are used both in the lemma and in its proof. Let
M (n)r be an indicator variable that shows if vertex r has had its degree modified in the process
of creating a simple configuration model graph of size n. The total number of modified
vertices can then be calculated by summing all of these and we define M (n) = ∑nr=1 M (n)r .
Lemma 2 If Pr
(
M (n)r =0 | Dr=(d←r , d→r , d↔r )
)
→ 1 ∀ d←r , d→r , d↔r and for arbitrary r ,
then N (n)d /n
P−→ pd as n → ∞.
Proof (i) Let N˜ (n)d be the number of vertices with degree d before any stub has been erased
or added. By the law of large numbers we have that N˜ (n)d /n
a.s.−−→ pd as n → ∞. Since
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we want to show that N (n)d /n
P−→ pd it is enough to show that
(





(ii) We note that modifying the degree of a vertex affects not only the number of vertices
with the original degree, but also the number of vertices with the new degree, thus N˜ (n)d
can be less than N (n)d . However, we can still be sure that
∣
∣
∣N˜ (n)d −N (n)d
∣
∣
∣ ≤ M (n). We wish
to show that M (n)/n
P−→ 0, i.e. that Pr (∣∣M (n)/n∣∣ > ) → 0 as n → ∞, ∀  > 0.














; ∀ > 0. (4)




(iv) The {M (n)r } are identically distributed since the numbering of the vertices is arbitrary








, where vertex 1 has been chosen




→ 0. The proof could now continue by
looking at how the creation of the simple graph can lead to a modification of the degree
a vertex. However, there are several ways in which such a modification can occur, even
for undirected graphs, and this is further complicated when looking at partially directed
graphs. We can avoid this complication by instead studying the probability that a vertex
is saved from modification. By looking at the actual creation process for the graph we
can see that a vertex is saved from modification if, and only if, all stubs of the vertex





→ 1 as n → ∞.
(v) Conditioning on the degree of vertex 1 gives
Pr
(























pd←1 d→1 d↔1 = 1 (6)





→ 1 ∀ d←1 , d→1 , d↔1 as n → ∞. (7)
unionsq
Lemma 3 Let {Xm} be a sequence of non-negative random variables and let X be a non-
negative random variable. Also let 0 ≤ a < ∞ be a real number.
If Xm
D−→ X as m → ∞, lim
m→∞ E[Xm] ≤ a and E[X ] = a, then limm→∞ E[Xm] = a.







m→∞ E [Ym] . (8)
We apply Skorokhod’s representation theorem and can thus define {Ym} and Y (all on the
same probability space) to have the same distribution as {Xm} and X , and Ym a.s.−−→ Y as
m → ∞
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= E[Y ] = E[X ] = a, (9)
RHS = lim inf
m→∞ E[Ym] ≤ limn→∞ E[Ym] = limm→∞ E[Xm] ≤ a. (10)
Thus
lim
m→∞ E[Xm] = a (11)
unionsq
Now we are ready to prove the main theorem.
Proof (of Theorem 1)
(1) Lemma 1 shows that Theorem 1(b) implies (a).
(2) It remains to prove Theorem 1(b). Lemma 2 simplifies this process.
Let M (n)1 be the indicator variable for the event that a specific vertex (arbitrarily selected
to be vertex 1) has had its degree modified when creating a simple configuration model
graph of size n according to the procedure defined in Sect. 2.2. Also let the degree of
vertex 1 be D1 = d1 = (d←1 , d→1 , d↔1 ). According to Lemma 2, in order to prove (b) it





→ 1 ∀ d1 as n → ∞ (12)
(3) Remembering that we do not allow self loops or parallel edges, M (n)1 = 0 exactly when
each stub from vertex 1 is saved. In total, vertex 1 has d = d←1 +d→1 +d↔1 stubs and
these are all saved only when all of them successfully attach to other matching stubs, all
from different vertices selected from vertices {2, . . . , n}. In all other cases the degree of
vertex 1 will surely be modified, giving no contribution to the probability of M (n)1 =0.
Now, if we knew the degrees of all the vertices, it would be easy to calculate the proba-
bility of M (n)1 =0. We do this simply by considering all events where the stubs of vertex
1 connect to different vertices and then sum all the probabilities of these events. It is
thus natural to continue the proof by conditioning on the degrees of vertices {2, . . . , n}.
Let the degrees of vertices {2, . . . , n} be D(n) = {D2, . . . , Dn}, where the Dr are i.i.d.
from F . Then we want to study
Pd1
(






M (n)1 = 0 |D(n)
)]
. (13)
(4) We now look more closely at the conditional probability
Pd1
(
M (n)1 = 0 |D(n) = d(n)
)
, (14)
where D(n) = d(n) = {d2, . . . , dn} is a specific outcome of the degrees of the vertices.












d↔r . We want to know where each stub of vertex 1 attempts
to connect and define a set set of indices, i = {i1, . . . , id←1 }, j = { j1, . . . , jd→1 } and
k = {k1, . . . , kd↔1 }. Any set of values of these indices we call a save-attempt, indicating
that we try to save all stubs of vertex 1 from being erased, by attempting to connect the
stubs of vertex 1 to matching stubs from the vertices pointed to by these indices.
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Given the degrees of all vertices we can calculate the probability of any such save-
attempt. First some basic observations:
(a) If any one of the selected vertices does not have a matching stub the probability of
the save-attempt is zero. As an example, assume that an in-stub attempts to connect
to vertex 2, but vertex 2 does not have any out-stub at all. Then this event will have
probability zero.
(b) As a consequence, for the save-attempt to have a probability larger than zero, all the
vertices that the stubs of vertex 1 attempt to connect to must have matching stubs.
As an example, take a look at the save-attempt where each stub of vertex 1 tries to
connect to the other vertices in order. The indices then take on the values {i1 = 2, i2 =
3, . . . , kd↔1 −1 = d, kd↔1 = d+1}. For now, we ignore the probability that there may not
be enough matching stubs of vertices {2, . . . , n} to accommodate all the stubs of vertex
1. We do this now to make the main argument clearer, but we correct the equations for
this special case later in the proof.
First we look at in-stub 1 from vertex 1. Since we are working with the configuration
model, this stub has an equal chance of connecting to any of the matching stubs. Thus






Once in-stub 1 of vertex 1 has connected to vertex 2 we continue with in-stub 2 of vertex
1. Once again the configuration model tells us that this stub has an equal chance of
connecting to any of the remaining matching stubs. Thus the probability of it connecting





We can continue in the same way with the rest of the in-stubs, then the out-stubs and
finally the undirected stubs of vertex 1. For the undirected stubs we note that we need
to subtract 2 stubs every time we connect one stub, since the undirected stubs connect
to other undirected stubs.





















In the expression we have ignored that we have already used d←1 out-stubs when con-
necting the in-stubs of vertex 1. We correct for this in the final expressions given later
in the proof.
Here we explicitly see that this expression is equal to zero iff any one of the degrees in
the numerator is zero. Otherwise it will be positive, but always less than or equal to 1.







k , respectively, where the arrow indicates what type of stub in vertex 1 we are dealing
with.
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Now we are ready to write down the expression for the conditional probability in Eq.
14 We need to sum Eq. 17 over all values of i, j and k, such that all sub-indices are
different - pointing to different vertices. We arrive at
Pd1
(













The number of terms in the sum will be (n − 1)(n − 2) · · · (n − d), which is simply the
number of different ways in which we can select the d indices out of the n − 1 possible
vertices. Note that these combinations of indices include the ones we are interested in,
where all stubs of vertex 1 are saved. Note also that the sum includes some combinations
that we are not interested in, but all of these have probability zero and so it does not
matter if we include them in the sum or not.








(a) If the number of stubs of vertex 1 (d) is larger than the number of available vertices
(n − 1), then it is not possible to select all the sub-indices indices to be different.
However, since d is fixed, this is always resolved as n → ∞. In the following we
will always assume that n ≥ d .
(b) There may be a mismatch in the number of stubs. If the number of undirected stubs
is odd, there will be one extra stub. Let v(n) be the number of such stubs. Clearly v(n)
can only be 0 or 1.
In the same way the number of in-stubs may differ from the number of out-stubs. Let
w(n) = s (n)←−s (n)→, the difference between the number of in-stubs and the number of
out-stubs. Clearly w(n) can be negative, zero or positive. If v(n) or w(n) are not zero
then some stubs will remain unconnected.
In the following we will deal with both of these by imagining two extra pools of edges
each of size v(n) and |w(n)|, respectively. These pools behave just as any normal vertex
and any stub has an equal probability to connect to any allowed stub, including these
two pools. They are thus added to the denominators in Eq. 17
(c) As mentioned before, we have included some events that have probability zero in the
sum. Although the numerator is always zero for these, in some cases the denominator
may also become zero. This happens when there are not enough matching stubs to
accommodate all the stubs of vertex 1. We deal with this by adding an extra indicator
variable to the denominator so that it does not become zero, thus ensuring that these
events do not contribute anything to the sum.













































(6) To be able to obtain an expression for the probability in Eq. 14 we need to replace the
degrees in Eq. 21 with their stochastic counterpart to obtain
Pd1
(


















































Here the uppercase variables are all the stochastic counterparts of the lowercase variables
defined previously.



























































































Note 1 The expectation and the summation can be interchanged since all terms are
non-negative and since the summation does not depend on any random quantity (as
mentioned before).
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Note 2 Since vertex degrees are drawn independently at random, all expectation terms
in the sum are identical and we simply take the number of terms times the expectation of
one of the terms instead of the sum. The number of terms was already discussed above.
Note 3 c(n) = (n−1)···(n−d)
nd
.
(8) All that remains is to take the limit of Eq. 31. We start by studying the limit of what is























n − rn+ 1n + W
(n)








The remaining outgoing and undirected terms will be very similar, producing the addi-
tional terms S
(n)←/n, S
(n)↔/n, V (n)/n, d→1 /n and d↔1 /n in the denominators.




≤ 1 and lim
n→∞ c








































































n = μ← − μ→ = 0, by assumption. V (n),
which indicates if the number of undirected edges is odd, is at most 1.
Since all D←jr , D
→
ir


























⎦ = 1. (36)





















































This is what we wanted to show and so the proof is complete. unionsq
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5 Conclusions and Discussion
We have shown a way to create a partially directed configuration model graph from a given
joint degree distribution. The graph is simple, and under specified conditions the degree
distribution converges to the desired one. The only assumptions in the proof are that the
degrees of different vertices are independent, that the expectation of the degree of each type
of stub is finite and that the expectation of the degree for the in-stubs is equal to the expectation
for the degree of the out-stubs. This means that the proof works also for undirected and for
directed configuration model graphs, and also if the number of different types of stubs is
increased to any finite number, as long as similar conditions as in this proof are fulfilled.
The main idea of the proof is that a vertex is saved from modification if all of its stubs are
connected to unique vertices. If the requirement for a simple graph is relaxed and self loops
or parallel edges are allowed to remain in the graph, this only increases the chance of saving
a vertex from having its degree modified and so is not a problem.
The main advantage of using a partially directed model to represent empirical networks, as
opposed to using a completely directed or completely undirected model, is that the partially
directed model preserves the proportion of undirected edges. This is important for networks
where there is a significant proportion both of directed and of undirected edges, and where
none of the different types of edges can be ignored. Examples of such graphs have been
given in Table 1. The model also preserves any dependence between directed and undirected
degrees present in the original empirical graph or the given degree distribution.
However, this model does not produce other structures that can often be found in empirical
networks. E.g. it does not produce the same number of moderately sized strongly connected
components that we see in the empirical networks. In this respect it does however per-
form slightly better than the configuration model on directed graphs. Possible improvements
towards realism would be to see how e.g. triangles (of different types), different types of
vertices and other heterogeneities could be included in the model.
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